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In Pitjantjatjara, a central Australian Indigenous language, speakers typically describe sequences of actions using clause chaining constructions. While similar constructions are common among the world’s languages, very little is known about how children acquire them. A notable exception are the converb constructions of Turkish, which have been relatively well-studied. The present paper examines the acquisition of Pitjantjatjara clause chaining constructions and compares this with the acquisition of Turkish converb constructions. Data is drawn from a naturalistic corpus recorded between 2016 and 2019. The corpus contains over 4000 utterances from 23 children aged between 10 months and 10 years, five of whom are recorded at multiple ages. The corpus also includes approximately 1600 utterances from 21 adults, aged between 16 and 70. Results show that the acquisition of Pitjantjatjara clause chains consists of three stages. Stage 1 features juxtaposition of finite verb forms. In Stage 2, children make regular use of clause chain morphology, but primarily for modification purposes. In Stage 3, clause chains are the preferred strategy for sequential actions as well as modification purposes. The initial use of verb juxtaposition followed by increasing use of dedicated morphology is consistent with findings for Turkish converb acquisition, with speakers of both languages utilizing dedicated forms from around 2;6 onwards. A notable difference between the acquisition of Pitjantjatjara clause chains and Turkish converbs is in the order of acquisition of semantic functions. In Turkish, children acquire temporal functions, such as sequential actions, before modifying functions, such as manner specification. In Pitjantjatjara, the order is reversed, with children first using clause chaining constructions for modification and simultaneous aspects of events before utilizing them to combine sequential actions. This raises questions regarding the distribution and relative timing of event combination and modification strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Speakers of the Australian Indigenous language Pitjantjatjara often describe connected sequences of actions using clause chains (Goddard, 1988). These clause chain constructions consist of one or more non-finite verbs and one finite verb inflected for tense, aspect, or mood. The finite verb is typically chain final. The non-finite verbs are marked with a distinctive clause chain suffix and their tense, aspect, and mood values are inferred from those of the finite verb. A classic example can be seen in (1), with verbs marked in bold.
Pitjantjatjara clause chaining constructions bear similarities to the clause chaining constructions of Papuan languages such as Nungon (Sarvasy, 2015) and Yimas (Foley, 1991, 2010). They also resemble the converb constructions of languages like Turkish (Slobin, 1995) and Japanese (Alpatov and Podlesskaya, 1995). They do not resemble the similarly named converb constructions frequently reported in northern Australia. Coverbs refer to a distinct word class used in combination with verbs to create complex predicates (Baker and Harvey, 2010). Converb and clause chaining constructions are not widespread among Australian languages.

In this paper, I follow Haspelmath (1995) in viewing syntactic subordination as the distinguishing characteristic of converb as opposed to clause chaining constructions. Since the Pitjantjatjara constructions do not typically involve syntactic subordination – as discussed below – they are best viewed as clause chaining constructions. I then follow the Papuan terminology in referring to the non-finite verbs in the clause chain as medial.

Unfortunately, vanishingly little is known about the acquisition of converb or clause chaining constructions crosslinguistically. The notable exception to this is Turkish, which has been the focus of several studies (e.g., Slobin, 1982, 1995; Aksu-Koç and Slobin, 1985; Çapan, 2013). As Haspelmath (1995) notes, converb and clause chaining constructions share many common properties and are largely comparable. These strong similarities and the current data limitations motivate the present comparison between Pitjantjatjara clause chains and Turkish converbs.

The research on Turkish has found that children first juxtapose verbs, without converb morphology, in order to achieve converb-like functions (Aksu-Koç and Slobin, 1985). Then, from around the age of 2;6 onwards, Turkish speaking children begin to use converb morphology, as well as conjunctions, for expressing temporal and causal sequences (Aksu-Koç and Slobin, 1985). Temporal uses remain dominant until around 5 years of age, when children begin to use converbs for a broader range of semantic functions including manner modification (Çapan, 2013). Finally, Slobin (1995) reports that the use of the converbs to combine elements into a single composite event, rather than a sequence of distinct events, is not acquired until approximately 7 years of age.

The present paper provides an initial account of how children acquire Pitjantjatjara clause chain constructions and to what extent this resembles the patterns observed in the acquisition of Turkish converbs. Before turning to the details of the study it is necessary to introduce the Pitjantjatjara language and its clause chains in more detail.

**BACKGROUND**

**Introduction to Pitjantjatjara**

Before colonization, 250 or more Indigenous languages were spoken throughout Australia. Today, approximately 120 of these are still spoken, with only 13 being learnt by children (Marmion et al., 2014). Pitjantjatjara (Glottocode: pitj1243, ISO 639-3: pjt) is one of these few Indigenous Australian languages still being learnt as a first language. It is currently spoken by roughly 3000 people, living primarily around the tristate region where the states of Western Australia and South Australia meet the Northern Territory, in the desert region of central Australia.

The language is classified as part of the Wati-Nyungic branch of Pama-Nyungan (Bowern and Atkinson, 2012) and forms part of the Western Desert dialect chain which extends across much of central and western Australia. Pitjantjatjara and its closest sister dialect, Yankunytjatjara, are largely mutually intelligible and are both described in one grammar (Goddard, 1985) and dictionary (Goddard, 1996).

Pitjantjatjara has relatively free word order, although the order Subject Object Verb has been reported as occurring more frequently (Bowe, 1990). Grammatical relations are indicated by case marking according to a tripartite case system common amongst Australian languages (Goddard, 1982). The three core cases, nominative (subject of intransitive verb), ergative (subject of transitive verb), and accusative (object of transitive verb), are marked differently for pronouns, common and proper nouns. There is a split case-marking system, where pronouns are marked according to a nominative-accusative pattern and other nominals are marked according to an ergative-absolutive pattern.

Verbs are divided into four conjugation classes with distinct inflectional paradigms (Goddard, 1985). Verb class membership is largely based on phonology (specifically the number of morae) and transitivity. The two major conjugation classes consist primarily of verbs with an even number of morae and are either predominantly intransitive (class -O), e.g., nyina ‘sit’ and pitja ‘come’, or transitive (class -I), e.g., mantji-l ‘get’ and ngalku-l ‘eat.’ The other classes (-N and -NG) consist of verbs with an odd number of morae, e.g., tju-n ‘put’ and nya-ng ‘see.’ Both these

---

1 Abbreviations used: 1 ‘1st person,’ 2 ‘2nd person,’ 3 ‘3rd person,’ ACC ‘accusative,’ ANAPH ‘anaphoric,’ DS ‘different subject,’ DU ‘dual,’ ERG ‘ergative,’ FUT ‘future,’ GEN ‘genitive,’ HAB ‘habitual,’ IMP ‘imperative,’ INCHO ‘inchoative,’ INF ‘infinitive,’ INST ‘instrumentative,’ INTEREST ‘particle indicating that there is something more to be said about this or something to follow as a result of this,’ IPFV ‘imperfective,’ LOAN ‘loan verb,’ LOC ‘locative,’ MV ‘medial verb,’ NEG ‘negative,’ NOM ‘nominative,’ NOML ‘nominalizer,’ PL ‘plural,’ PRS ‘present,’ PST ‘past,’ PURP ‘purposive,’ QUOT ‘quotative,’ REDUP ‘reduplication,’ SEQ ‘serial;’ SG ‘singular,’ SS ‘same subject.’

2 The latest census reports 3125 speakers (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016). However, census reports can be inaccurate (e.g., Morphy(ed.), 2007; Simpson, 2013; Dixon and Angelo, 2014). My own estimates place speaker numbers at a minimum of 2000.
classes contain many transitive verbs, though the -ng class is used for intransitives derived with the inchoative -ri, e.g., paku-ri-ng 'become tired.' Finite verbs are inflected for tense, aspect, and mood with the following distinctions: past (perfective or imperfective), present, future, habitual, imperative (perfective or imperfective) (Goddard, 1985).

**Pitjantjatjara Clause Chains**

Pitjantjatjara employs a clause chain construction in which a string of one or more non-finite verbs occurs with one finite verb. The chain typically describes sequential or simultaneous actions. All verbs typically share a single subject. Transitive verbs can, but do not necessarily, share objects. All verbs in the chain are understood to share the same broad temporal frame, made explicit in the tense, aspect, mood marking of the finite verb. The finite verb may also be nominalized in which case it does not carry tense, aspect, mood information. The most frequent example of this is in the negative, which is a nominal category in Pitjantjatjara and requires verbal nominalization. The form of the non-finite medial verb suffix varies only according to the conjugation class of the verb root. The finite verb is typically chain-final, as in (1) and (2), but not always, as in (3) and (4). Chains commonly consist of only two verbs, as in examples (2–4), but longer chains are often reported, for instance the eight verbs in example (1) above.

2. **kungka panya-ngku panya palunya** 
   *woman ANAPH-ERG ANAPH.ACC 3.SG.ACC*
   *get-MV carry-PST*
   'The woman (you know the one) brought him.'

3. **palunya kati-ngu mantji-ra kungka**
   *3.SG.ACC carry-PST get-MV woman panya-ngku panya ANAPH-ERG ANAPH.ACC*
   *The woman (you know the one) brought him.'

4. **nyura walkatju-nanyi pitja-la**
   *2.PL.ERG draw-PRS come-MV*
   'You come and draw.'

   The verbs in Pitjantjatjara clause chains typically share a subject, as in (1–4). This co-reference is typically full co-reference but may at times be partial, as shown by Goddard (1988) for Pitjantjatjara’s sister dialect Yankunytjatjara. In (5), the subject of the first verb is included in the subject of the second, and in (6) we see the reverse, where the subject of the second verb is a subset of the subject of the first verb.

5. **wanyu=na wapar walkatju-ra**
   *just=1.SG.ERG story.ACC write-MV*
   *wiya-ri-ngkula-npa, nothing-INCHO-MV-INTEREST ngali-lta yana-nyi-lta 1.DU.NOM-and.then go-PRS-and.then mutaka-ngka car-LOC*
   'Just let me finish writing, and then we'll go (together) in the car.'

6. **nyuntu nganana ya-nkula, ngayulu**
   *2.SG.NOM I.PL.NOM go-MV 1.SG.ERG nyuntu-la watja-nma 2.SG-LOC say-IMP.IPFW*
   '(If) you and I were going (together), I would tell it (a message to convey to father-in-law) to you.'
   (Goddard, 1988, p. 179)

   It is also possible for the verbs to have distinct subjects. Subject switch in Pitjantjatjara clause chains is typically marked with *ka*, as in example (7). *Ka* is also used to coordinate clauses with distinct subjects, as in (8). I have observed that speakers do not always mark the switch of subject when the context is sufficiently clear, for example see (9) and (10). At present, the only examples of unmarked subject switch I have observed from adults occur in narratives and with verbs which Goddard (1985, p. 106) described as denoting an “ambient change,” for example (10). It is possible that unmarked switch of subject is a feature of child, rather than adult, Pitjantjatjara clause chaining.

7. **a-nkula a-nkula ka kutju punka-nu**
   *go-MV go-MV and.DS one fall-PST*
   '(They) were going and one of them fell.'

8. **NAME6 tuwa ala-la ka nyangatja**
   *NAME door.ACC open-IMP and.DS here punka-ni kuwari**
   *fall-PRS now NAME open the door! (He) is about to fall.'

9. **kuwari=na kantu-ra ula-nyi**
   *now=1.SG.ERG kick-MV cry-PRS*
   'I'll kick (you), (you) cry.'

   *PITJACQ_Rachel_20161007_U-adult:00:36:17*
   *PITJACQ_Rachel_20161007_H-adult:00:36:17*

   *PITJACQ_Andrew_20170506_H-adult:00:17:20*
   *PITJACQ_Winfred_20160929_U-7;7:00:20:22*

---

3All names used in this paper are pseudonyms.
4Examples from my own data are referenced with PITJACQ(for the Pitjantjatjara Acquisition corpus).Filename(which consists of the focus child id or other recording reference with primary speaker name_date of recording in YYYYMMDD format)_Speaker reference(if not described in text):time reference in HH:MM:SS format.
5Personal names quoted in examples are replaced with NAME.
10. *minyma ngalya-pitja-ngu mai mantji-ra get-MV
   woman.NOM food.ACC get-MV
   ngalya-pitja-ngu this.way-come-PST
   woman.ERG

b. *minyma mai mantji-ra get-MV
   woman.NOM food.ACC get-MV
   ngalya-pitja-ngu this.way-come-PST

11. nyanga-ngku mutupaiki-tjara-ngku panya
    woman.NOM food.ACC get-MV
    this.ERG motorbike-having-ERG ANAPH
    wati-pitja-la nya-ngu
    see-PST
    across-come-MV

   'This one with the motorbike, you know, came across and saw.'
   PITJACQ_O'Shannessy-narrative-Sander_20180411_N-adult:00:03:17

12. a. *minyma ngalya-pitja-ngu mai mantji-ra
    woman.NOM food.ACC get-MV
    this.way-come-PST
    'Having got food, the woman came back.'

   PITJACQ_O'Shannessy-narrative-Sander_20180411_N-adult:00:08:38

The order of verbs does not necessarily match iconic event order. This can be seen in (3), (4), and (10), where the action referred to by the finite verb occurs after that referred to by the medial verb, even though the finite verb precedes the medial verb. There is a strong tendency for the action described by the finite verb to temporally follow or overlap with actions described by medial verbs. This is not a strict rule, however, as can be seen for instance in example (25). The pattern of chain-final medial verbs with non-iconic event ordering resembles the postposed medial clauses of Nungon (Sarvasy, 2015).

The examples in (2) and (3) show some of the word order variations possible in Pitjantjatjara. Here we have the same speaker referring to the same event in consecutive utterances where the order Object Verb finite, Verb medial, Subject, in example (3), and then Subject Object Verb Converb Verb finite, in example (2). This second order is possibly more common, but the first ordering is equally acceptable. According to Stassen (1985) and Givón (1990), finite-final clause chains are typologically associated with Object-Verb basic word order whereas finite-initial clause chains are typologically associated with Verb-Object basic word order. Since Pitjantjatjara word order is free, it would be plausible for the position of the finite verb to also vary freely. However, this is not the case. Bowe (1990) presents evidence suggesting that the position of the finite verb reflects two distinct syntactic subtypes. When the chain is finite-final, as is most frequent, the case of the shared subject is determined by the chain as a whole – if any verb in the chain is transitive, the subject is marked ergative, as in (11) and (12). However, if the chain is finite-initial, the case of the subject is determined by the finite verb alone. This can be seen in (13) where the subject is nominative if the intransitive verb is finite, but ergative if the transitive verb is finite.

These case marking patterns suggest that the finite-initial chains involve syntactic subordination while the finite-final chains do not. In the finite-initial cases, the transitivity of the medial verb does not impact on the case marking of the matrix clause subject. This indicates that the medial verb phrase is syntactically subordinate to the matrix clause. In contrast, with the finite-final chains, the transitivity properties of both verbs impact on the case marking of the subject, indicating that neither is syntactically subordinate.

Pitjantjatjara clause chains may also be divided according to their clausality. Goddard (1985, 1988) distinguishes these as Tight versus Loose constructions. The Loose constructions are those such as (1), (5), (6), (7), and (11). They can contain two or more verbs; arguments and other elements may occur between the verbs; and the verbs may have distinct or shared arguments. These are multiclausal constructions – chains of clauses. In contrast, Goddard's Tight constructions are like those in (2), (3), and (4). These constructions contain only two verbs. The arguments are shared and are expressed to either side of the verbs, with
no elements occurring between the verbs. The verbs refer to actions with a tight semantic link and work together to form a single predicate within a single clause. While this distinction is important for the syntactic description of Pitjantjatjara clause chains, it is often difficult, or impossible, to determine in practice whether a particular example consists of multiple clauses or not. Most Pitjantjatjara clause chains consist of two verbs only and, given argument ellipsis and word order variations, the two verbs are often adjacent. In these cases, Goddard (1985, 1988) relies on the typicality of the verb pairing. There is, however, evidence to suggest that individual verb pairings can occur in both multi- and monoclausal chains. For instance, the verbs ‘go’ and ‘gather’ are identified by Goddard (1985, 1988) as a typical Tight construction verb pair, as seen in (14). However, these same verbs frequently occur in my data with the object intervening and therefore as a Loose construction, as seen in (15). Given the difficulties in consistently distinguishing multicausal and monoclusal chains, I will not attempt to make the distinction in the present analysis.

14. **paluŋu nyinyiŋya ya-ŋkula ura-ngu**
   3.SG.ERG zebra.finch.ACC go-MV gather-PST
   ‘She went and gathered zebra finch (droppings).’
   (Goddard, 1988, p. 180)

15. **a-ŋkula puli tjutja ura-la**
   go-MV rock.ACC PL.ACC gather-IMP
   ‘Go gather rocks!’
   PITJACQ_Tabitha_20180407_S-adult:00:03:43

While Pitjantjatjara clause chains are predominantly used to refer to sequences of actions, as described above, some Pitjantjatjara clause chains can be used for modification, rather than sequential, functions. Possibly the most common of these is the repetition of a verb in the medial form to indicate that the event was repeated or extended over a long time. The number of repetitions indicates the degree of repetition or extension. The example in (16) shows one of these repetitions within a sequential action clause chain.

16. **tjawa-ra tjawa-ra palu nyu-ngu**
   dig-MV dig-MV 3.SG.ERG see-PST
   kapi ngari-nyi uru-ngka panya water lie-PRS waterhole-LOC ANAPH
   ‘He dug and dug then saw water lying in that waterhole.’
   PITJACQ_O’Shannessy-narrative_Sander_20180411_N-adult:00:10:50

A subset of verbs, such as wiru ‘make beautiful’ and alatji ‘do like this,’ can be used as adverbials in their medial form. In these cases, the finite verb is semantically and syntactically dominant and determines the case marking of the subject, as can be seen in example (17).

17. **minyama kutjara wiru-ra nyina-ngi**
   woman two.NOM make.nice-MV sit-IPFV.PST
   ‘The two women were sitting nicely.’
   PITJACQ_Narrative-K-U_20171003_K-adult:00:01:03

Conversely, there is a set of verbs which can be used as finite verbs in clause chains with an aspectual function. For instance, in example (18), it is the intransitive medial verb ngara ‘stand’ which controls the nominative case marking of the subject, while the transitive finite verb wani ‘throw’ indicates that the action, or stance in this case, is distributed. Note that these medial and finite modifying verbs are often semantically bleached.

18. **puluka tjuta ngara-la wani-nyi**
   cattle PL.NOM stand-MV throw-PRS
   ‘The cattle are standing all spread out.’
   (adapted from Goddard, 1985, p. 105)

Finally, while clause chains are a preferred way to describe sequential actions in Pitjantjatjara, there are alternatives: clause juxtaposition; coordination; and subordinate circumstantial clauses. Clause juxtaposition and coordination involve sequences utterances each with phrase final intonation patterns, marked here by a comma, as can be seen in the excerpt of a narrative provided in (19). The subordinate circumstantial constructions combine a maximum of two actions and make a same- versus different-subject distinction. The different-subject form -nytjatjanu can be seen in example (20a) and the same-subject form -nytjatjanu can be seen in (20b). The same-subject form is more semantically restricted and can only be used when there is a strictly sequential temporal relationship between the actions, in other cases a clause chain is used. The order between subordinate and finite clauses varies and does not necessarily relate to iconic event order, as can be seen in examples (21) and (22). Bowe (1990) convincingly argues for the subordinate status of these clauses based in part on the fact that they do not influence the case marking of the matrix clause subject, as can be seen in example (23).

19. **mutuka-li**
   car-1.SG.ERG
   kati-ku,
   drive-FUT
   munu pulu
   kati-ngu,
   drive-PAST
   punu tjutja ngapartji pulu
   in.turn PL
   wood
   in.turn DU
   ila-ningi,
   make.close-PST.IPFV
   ‘We two will drive the car, and two drove, took turns collecting wood.’
   PITJACQ_O’Shannessy-narrative_Sander_20180411_N-adult:00:05:12

20. **a. nyuntu a-ŋkunyangka ngayulu**
    2.SG.NOM go-INF.DS 1.SG.ERG
    nya-kuku
    see-FUT
    ‘You having gone, I shall see.’
    (Adapted from Trudinger, 1943, p. 215)
TABLE 1 | Overview of Pitjantjatjara clause chains and related constructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause chain</th>
<th>Sequential</th>
<th>Modifying</th>
<th>Subordinate circumstantial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finite-initial</td>
<td>Finite-final</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite verb</td>
<td>All verbs</td>
<td>One or more medial verbs</td>
<td>No more than one medial verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controls case</td>
<td>influence case</td>
<td>Arguments and other elements can occur</td>
<td>No arguments between verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marking</td>
<td>marking</td>
<td>between the verbs</td>
<td>Tight connection between actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial verb</td>
<td></td>
<td>Loose connection between actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clause is subordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Distinction collapsed for present study)

21. **punka-nu** | **panya** | **palu** | **punu** | **mantji-nyangka** | **ngalya-pitja-ngu**
fall-PST | 3.SG.NOM | tree | get-INF.SS | this.way-come-PST

'He fell, when/because the branch broke.'

22. **uwa**, **dry-ri-ngkunyangka** | **nyura** | **painta-mi-ni** | **mantji-ntjatjanu-ntjatjanu** | **ngalya-pitja-ngu**
yes | 2.PL.ERG | paint-LOAN-PRS | this.way-come-PST

'Yes, you paint while it dries.'

23. a. **minyma-ngku** | **mai** | **pulka** | **mantji-ntjatjanu** | **ngalya-pitja-ngu**
woman-ERG | food | big.ACC | this.way-come-PST

'When she had got some food, the woman came back.'

(bowe, 1990, p. 87)

Pitjantjatjara clause chains and related constructions are summarized above in Table 1. There are many similarities with Turkish converbs and related constructions, but also some differences. Both languages employ chains of non-finite verbs together with a finite verb form to combine sequential and simultaneous actions, as well as using non-finite for more modifying, adverbial-type functions. However, while Pitjantjatjara has a single medial form, which is used with all converb functions, Turkish has a range of converb forms, a more generic form -ip resembling the Pitjantjatjara medial verb form as well as several others with more specific semantics (slobin, 1995). Pitjantjatjara clause chains are predominantly used in same-subject situations, where there is a single, shared subject for all verbs in the construction. In contrast, individual Turkish converb markers can either be same-subject, different-subject, or used in both contexts (slobin, 1995). Turkish also makes a morphological distinction between converbs which are specialized for 'looser' temporal linkage, such as -ince and -erken, and a converb form -erek, which is used to bind elements together into a single composite event (slobin, 1995). Both languages also employ nominalized verbs in subordinate clauses as alternative strategies for linking sequential and simultaneous actions.

If Pitjantjatjara children acquire these constructions in a similar way to Turkish children, we might expect: an initial stage of verb juxtaposition before use of dedicated morphology; use of clause chain based strategies before subordinate strategies; and the use of clause chains for loose temporal linkage before adverbial modification and finally tighter binding of sequential elements into a single event.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

The present research is based on data collected in Pukatja (also known as Ernabella), one of the largest communities in the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) lands of central Australia and home to approximately 500 people. Pitjantjatjara
is the primary language of the community and the first language of the majority of children, some of whom also speak other languages, including Warlpiri and Yolngu Matha, in the home. All children subsequently learn English at school, typically from 3 years of age onwards.

The data for this study comes from an ongoing longitudinal investigation of Pitjantjatjara language acquisition. This broader study includes 13 focus children aged between 10 months and 4 years at time of first recording. Ideally, focus children are recorded at least once every 6 months over 3 years, however, the tendency for families to travel means there are many missing timepoints in this dataset. The ongoing process of transcription means there are yet more gaps in the currently available dataset. For the purposes of this study, I include all currently transcribed speech from the corpus. This includes approximately 4200 utterances from 28 children aged 10 months to 10 years and 1600 speech from the corpus. This includes approximately 4200 utterances from 28 children aged 10 months to 10 years and 1600 utterances from 21 female adults between the ages of 16 and 70, see Figure 1 for an overview of the data distribution across the ages. The majority of the child utterances (67%) are produced by five focus children: Simon (age range 1;4–2;11), Andrew (1;9–4;3), Daniel (2;8–5;3), Rachel (2;11–3;6), and Emily (2;11–3;11). The other 23 children have either been transcribed in one session only or are non-focus children who appear in the recordings. Given the current gaps in the longitudinal data, I first analyze the data cross-sectionally, including the speech of all children at similar ages and stages of development. Finally, I check that the cross-sectional findings are consistent with the individual trajectories of these five focus children.

Data Collection
Data was recorded in naturalistic settings with the focus child freely interacting with one or more adult caregivers and, in most cases, other children as well. Individual recording sessions range between 30 min and 3 h in duration. The focus children wore a small bag with a microphone which recorded their own speech, as well as that of others nearby. Most sessions were also video recorded. Adults and children were aware of the fact of the activity was the child's speech and in some cases adults encouraged children to talk, at other times adults left the children free to determine how they engaged with the recording session, including how much, or whether, they talked, what they talked about, and what activities they engaged with.

Data Analysis
Recordings were transcribed in ELAN (Wittenberg et al., 2009) with the assistance of Pitjantjatjara native speakers, typically the mother or grandmother of the focus child. Utterance boundaries were determined by conversational turns or intonational breaks. Child utterances were transcribed phonologically and, where it differed, the caregiver’s interpretation was transcribed on a separate tier.

Instances of clause chains, subordinate circumstantial constructions, and any other utterances with multiple verbs within a single intonation unit were noted and counted. Repetitions of a recent utterance by the child or an interlocutor were not included in the token counts. Clause chains were coded for the number of distinct lexical verbs, finite verb position, and function. The mean length of utterance (MLU) was calculated if the speaker produced 50 utterances or more within the recording session. It was calculated as a morpheme count per utterance, excluding false starts and repetitions (but counting functional reduplication), and counting irregular or portmanteau forms as single morphemes. All statistical analyses were performed using R (R Core Team, 2018).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Adult Usage
Before considering the trajectory of acquisition, it is helpful to examine how adults use clause chains in their speech to and around children. The corpus contains 1637 utterances from 21 adults, all female. These adults are predominately mothers, grandmothers, and aunts of the focus children. Transcription efforts have focused on child-directed speech, so these utterances are largely child-directed.

An initial examination of utterances according to the age of addressee was performed. The mean length of utterance (MLU) was reduced with younger addressees, as is common with child-directed speech (e.g., Cross, 1977). This reduction was particularly noticeable in speech to infants. The average MLU of all adult utterances directed to the youngest child (0;10) was 1.5 morphemes per utterance. In contrast, the MLU of adult speech directed to 3- and 4-year-olds, 3.3, approached that of speech directed to adults, 3.7. Reduction of the average utterance length was most commonly achieved by ellipsis of arguments (e.g., punkangu ‘fell’ for ‘you fell’) or frequent utterances consisting of a single nominal (e.g., tjuṯu ‘doggiewoggie’). No differences in the use of clause chains were observed according to age of addressee: The frequency of use, length of the chain, and morphosyntactic and semantic types of clause chains were all similar, regardless of the age of the addressee. This does not necessarily mean that adult Pitjantjatjara speakers do not modulate their clause chain use according to age of addressee, but a more thorough

**Figure 1** Number of utterances per age group.
TABLE 2 | Adult clause chain use: number of tokens of each construction type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juxtaposed finite</th>
<th>Clause chain</th>
<th>Medial only</th>
<th>Subordinate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequential Simultaneous</td>
<td>Sequential Simultaneous</td>
<td>Medial only</td>
<td>Switch subject Same subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 1</td>
<td>31 21</td>
<td>4 7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Investigation of both adult- and child-directed speech would be needed to evaluate this.

Clause chains were present in 56 of the 1607 utterances, i.e., 3%, as seen in Table 2. This frequency is much lower than suggested by earlier descriptions of the language (Goddard, 1985; Bowe, 1990), a point I will return to below.

Thirty-one of the clause chains described sequential actions, as in examples (24 and 25). Twenty were used for adverbial or aspectual modification, as in examples (26 and 27).

24. A is calling her daughter (9) to come look at something with her:
   A: NAME nyangatja pitja-la nya-wa
   NAME this come-MV see-IMP
   ‘NAME come look at this.’
   [PITJACQ_Frank_20161006:00:21:00]

25. A instructs her daughter (9) to use a lighter to start the fire (Follows immediately from preceding example):
   A: waru-ngka pala tili-ra ngalya-kati
   fire-INST that light-MV this.way-bring.IMP
   ‘Bring it this way and light it with that fire (cigarette lighter).’
   [PITJACQ_Frank_20161006:00:21:02]

26. P instructs the two children (3;2 and 4;2), who have been arguing, to play nicely with each other:
   P: ka nyupali wiru-ra
   and.DS two.DU.NOM do.properly-MV
   inka-nma play-IMP.IPfv
   ‘And so, you two be playing nicely.’
   [PITJACQ_Andrew_20180323:00:24:53]

27. The children have been playing hide-and-seek. P suggests a hiding spot to her son (4;8):
   P: wiya kumpi-ra nyina-nyi alatji
   no hide-MV sit-PRS like.this
   ‘No, be hiding like this.’
   [PITJACQ_Daniel_20180926:00:23:43]

The majority of the clause chain constructions are finite-final. However, 12 or 21% are finite-initial, as in examples (26 and 27).

28. B tells U (her adult daughter) to tell B’s other adult daughter to come and look at what they are doing. U does so, saying:
   U: nyawa kunyu pitja-la
   see-IMP QUOT come-MV
   ‘Come look, someone says.’
   [PITJACQ_Winfred_20160929:00:13:32]

29. L tells her son (1;9) to get up and move away from where he is playing:
   L: ara paka-ra
   go.IMP get.up-MV
   ‘Get up and go!’
   [PITJACQ_Andrew_20161010:00:14:19]

Most chains consisted of two verbs, and the longest chains contained three verbs, as in example (30). The average number of verbs in a chain was 2.1. There were also sentences with medial verbs but no finite verb, as in example (31). These medial-verb-only clauses were not reported in previous descriptions of the language. They are used for polite imperatives or continuing aspect, functions which are also noted for similar non-canonical medial verb clauses in the Papuan language Nungon (Sarvasy, 2015).

30. A is giving her daughter (9) advice on how to deal with schoolyard bullies:
   A: nyuntu kuli-ra wanti-ra
   2.SG.ERG listen-MV leave.alone-MV
   a-nama go-IMP.IPfv
   ‘You don’t take notice (of those kids) and keep going.’
   [PITJACQ_Frank_20161006:00:31:32]

31. L (mother) is redirecting a request from the two children (3;2) and (4;2):
   L: pula NAME-la wangka-ra
   DU NAME-LOC ask-MV
   ‘Two, be asking NAME.’
   [PITJACQ_Andrew_20180323:00:01:26]

There were no examples in this conversational corpus of adult clause chains with different subjects, although these occur in narratives, see examples (6) and (9). In this corpus, the dedicated switch-subject subordinate constructions formed with -nyangka was used in all the switch-subject contexts, for instance (32). No examples of the same-subject consecutive action marker -nytjatjanu were observed in this sample.

32. P is talking to her son (4;8) about the bubbles he is trying to blow:
   P: uwa, ngara-nyangka paluru
   yes stand-INF.DS 3.SG.NOM
   katu-ri-nganyi high-INCOS-PRS
   ‘Yes, it (the bubble blower) stays (there) and it (the bubble) goes up.’
   [PITJACQ_Daniel_20180926:00:23:43]
This pattern of usage for clause chain constructions and switch-subject subordinate constructions largely conforms to previous descriptions of the language (e.g., Goddard, 1985; Bowe, 1990). The main difference is that clause chains are less frequent and shorter than suggested by previous descriptions. This is likely, at least in part, due to the wide range of genres and speech contexts contained in the present recordings. Sequences of chained actions are likely to be more common in particular contexts, such as narratives, where speakers are more willing to describe sequences of actions (Slobin, 1995).

One construction observed among the adult utterances in this sample is not reported in previous descriptions of Pitjantjatjara. In addition to the clause chains discussed above, there were 13 utterances containing strings of finite verbs in the imperative, (e.g., 33 and 34). These imperative verb strings have no explicit marking of coordination. In contrast to other juxtaposed clauses discussed above, they are impressionistically produced as a single intonational unit and serve the same range of functions (often with the same verbs and in the same contexts) as clause chains. They most typically describe sequences of actions performed by a single actor (e.g., 33 and 34). There is also one example which refers to simultaneous actions, shown here in (35). This strategy has not been discussed in earlier descriptions of the language (e.g., Goddard, 1985; Bowe, 1990; Rose, 2001; Langlois, 2004). All the adult examples are instructions to children and in imperative mood. This construction may be a feature of child-directed speech and potentially restricted to imperatives. Future investigation in a more varied corpus of adult speech would be needed to evaluate this.

33. F is calling her granddaughter (0;10) to come closer and watch her prepare kangaroo tails for cooking:

   F: NAME pitja nya-wa
   'NAME come look'
   NAME come.IMP nya-wa
   'NAME come look'
   Granddaughter continues to crawl away.

   PITJACQ_Anne_20170919:00:06:20

34. S is moving the recording session to a different place. She tells one of the children (3;10) to pick up his toy and carry it to the new place:

   S: mantji-la mantji-la toy
   get-IMP get-IMP toy.ACC
   ngalya-kati this.way-bring.IMP
   'Pick up the toy and carry it this way.'
   Child picks up toy and follows her.

   PITJACQ_Simon_20190417:00:11:51

Stages of Acquisition: Cross-Sectional Analysis

In order to capture the overall progress of acquisition, all utterances from all children with similar MLU (or age, once MLU reached adult levels) were examined to identify patterns of usage. This analysis suggested five clusters, as seen in Table 3.

A Pearson chi-squared analysis was carried out to test for significant differences in patterns of usage across these initial clusters. This compared proportions of use for each construction type across age groups. Significant differences between groups were noted, $\chi^2(1, N = 25) = 101.31, p < 0.001$. Post hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed three significantly different groups or stages of acquisition, as discussed below.

Stage I: Finite Juxtapositions

In this earliest observed stage of the acquisition of Pitjantjatjara verb construction, children are typically achieving clause chain functions by juxtaposing finite verbs, rather than using medial verb morphology. This mirrors the earliest stage of Turkish converb acquisition, where children primarily use juxtaposition in place of converb morphology until around the age of 2;6 (Aksu-Koç and Slobin, 1985). In Pitjantjatjara, this pattern was observed among children with MLUs between 1.1 and 2.5 and between the ages of 1;9 and 2;11. See Table 4 for details of individual children within this range.

There is a tendency for the younger children, with MLUs between 1.1 and 1.5, to use juxtaposed finite verbs to refer to simultaneous aspects of the same event, as in examples (36) and (37). In contrast, older children, with MLUs between 2.1 and 2.4, tended to use verb sequences to refer to sequential actions, as in examples (38) and (39). This resembles the tendency for English-acquiring children to use multiclausal constructions for describing single before multiple situations (Diessel, 2004). It also bears a resemblance to early word plus gesture combinations, where children initially combine gestures and words in relation to the same element, before combining words and gestures relating to distinct elements, and then finally

| TABLE 3 | Children’s clause chain use: number of tokens (percentage of total for that age group). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | Juxtaposed finite | Clause chain | Subordinate |
|                | Sequential | Simultaneous | Sequential | Simultaneous | Medial only | Switch subject | Same subject |
| Adults          | 12 (16%)   | 1 (1%)     | 31 (40%)   | 21 (28%)   | 4 (5%)      | 7 (9%)        | 0            |
| MLU 1.1–1.5     | 1 (14%)    | 4 (57%)    | 0          | 0          | 2 (29%)     | 0             | 0            |
| MLU 2.1–2.4     | 3 (60%)    | 1 (20%)    | 1 (20%)    | 0          | 0          | 0             | 0            |
| MLU 2.5–4.1     | 5 (20%)    | 1 (4%)     | 3 (12%)    | 14 (58%)   | 2 (8%)      | 0             | 0            |
| 4 to 6 years    | 3 (21%)    | 0          | 20 (47%)   | 12 (28%)   | 6 (14%)     | 1 (2%)        | 0            |
| 6 to 10 years   | 3 (21%)    | 0          | 5 (36%)    | 1 (7%)     | 3 (21%)     | 2 (14%)       | 0            |

These were no children in this sample with MLUs between 1.5 and 2.0.
TABLE 4 | Clause chain and finite verb juxtapositions produced by children with an MLU between 1.1 and 2.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>MLU</th>
<th>No. of Utterances</th>
<th>Juxtaposed finite</th>
<th>Clause chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1431²</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For clarity, zeros are not marked. ¹Note the total includes all utterances produced by children within this MLU range. Some of these children did not produce relevant utterances during a recording. However, given the low frequency of these constructions and their number of utterances, the absence of tokens could not be taken as evidence that they were not at the same stage of acquisition. Their utterances are, therefore, maintained in the total number of utterances count and used for calculating overall frequency values. Including their utterances yields a frequency of 0.8% for verb juxtapositions plus clause chains, which is the same frequency found when only considering sessions with more than 100 utterances.

producing word combinations referring to distinct elements (Kelly, 2014).

36. Andrew (1;9) is sitting and playing, when his older brothers come up and start to hassle him. He yells (repeatedly):
   
   A:  a-ya  tju-ya
       a-ra  tju-ra³
       go-IMP  put.down-IMP
       'Go away and leave me alone (mother’s interpretation).'

   His older brothers move away.

PITJACQ_Andrew_20161010:00:09:39

37. Simon (2;5) is trying to draw his friend over to play somewhere else.

S:  letsko pitja
    let’s go  come.IMP
    ‘Come, let’s go!’

PITJACQ_Simon_20181031:00:53:26

38. Frank (2;6) has an empty cup.

F:  mami!
    Mother
    ‘Mum!’
    paka-la  tjuti-li  paka-la
    ‘Get up and fill.’
    get.up-IMP  fill-FUT/IMP⁹  get.up-IMP
    tjuti-li  paka-la
    fill-FUT/IMP  get.up-IMP
    (repeated another three times)
    ‘Get up and fill.’

M:  Nyaa-na  paka-ra  tjuti-lku?
    what-1.LSG.ERG  get.up-MV  fill-FUT
    ‘What (should) I get up and fill?’

PITJACQ_Frank_20161006:00:37:29

39. The wind has caught up a stack of papers and blown them away. While Emily (2;11) and her family are running around trying to collect them, Emily says:

E:  witi-la  nguri-la  mantji-la  mantji-la
    grab-IMP  search.for-IMP  get-IMP  get-IMP
    ‘Grab (it), find (them), get (them), get (them)!’

PITJACQ_Emily_20170928:00:56:47

Most of the juxtaposed verbs are in the imperative, as in examples (36, 37 and 39). This is a pattern also observed in the older child and adult finite verb juxtapositions, as in examples (33–35). There is then a question as to whether these juxtapositions are an early form of clause chaining or a specific form of imperative coordination. A definitive answer would require a larger sample, however, the present data suggests these verb juxtapositions are precursors to clause chaining. Firstly, there is a general bias toward the imperative in this dataset. The imperative is the most frequent form of the verb in this dataset: 67% of the verb forms produced by children in this MLU bracket are in the imperative. Imperatives are also the most frequent form of the finite verb within clause chains, making up 50% of all clause chains. Secondly, there are exceptions where other verb forms are juxtaposed. Indeed, only six of the nine verb juxtapositions are imperative, a proportion which perfectly matches that of imperative verb form use more generally within this group. One instance is in the negative and two are in the past. The example in (40) is the clearest with both verbs marked for past tense. The juxtaposition shown in example (41) shows one of the difficulties in judging these cases. Simon is reporting a series of events which occurred in the recent past, so the utterance has a past

⁸Where two lines of transcription are given, the first line refers to the child’s pronunciation and the second provides the adult forms or adult interpretation.

³This form is difficult to interpret. It is likely a reduced or harmonized form of the future tense marker -lku or the imperative mood marker -la. There are no clear examples in Frank’s speech of this form to compare with, but Frank and other children of similar ages typically reduce consonant clusters and harmonize vowels. Thus, both -lku and -la could easily be produced as -lu in this context. There is also a form -li, which indicates 1st person dual subject. This seems unlikely in this context as the subject is interpreted as 2nd person singular and Frank does not use any of these subject marker clitics in his other speech yet and they are typically acquired much later around 4 years of age.
interpretation. The first verb is clearly marked for past tense. The second verb is pronounced as the bare verb root, which in this conjugation class is the form of the imperative. This second verb could then be interpreted as an (inappropriate) usage of the imperative, a past tense form with the final syllable elided\textsuperscript{10}, or a bare verb stem. Finally, these verb juxtapositions are utilized to achieve functions typically performed by clause chains and adult caregivers interpret them as clause chains, as can be seen in (39).

40. Wally (2;11) is playing with some friends, opening the windows of the car and trying to throw balls through to the other side. He reports:
W: \textit{ala-nu puta-nu open-PST miss-PST} ‘(She) opened and missed.’

\textit{PITJACQ\_Wally\_20180928:00:18:16}

41. Simon (2;4) is playing with a ball which rolls away around the corner. He follows it and comes back with the ball. His mother praises him saying ‘clever boy’. Simon says:
S: \textit{a-nu nyina go-PST sit} ‘Went and sat.’ (referring to the ball and how it rolled away and stopped just around the corner out of his mother’s sight)

\textit{PITJACQ\_Simon\_20180925:00:09:12}

It is interesting to note that while juxtaposed verbs occur in only 1\% of the utterances by children within this sample, they appear to be among the early word combinations produced by Pitjantjatjara speaking children. The children with MLUs between 1.1 and 1.5 are all in the two-word stage – where they are producing some two-word utterances among a majority of single word utterances. A count of two-word combination types shows that Action-Action combinations are as frequent as Agent-Negation, Agentive and Object combinations, as seen in Table 5. Many of these other combination types are typically noted in studies of early word combinations in other languages (Slobin, 1970; Bowerman, 1973), however, I have not seen Action-Action combinations noted. This early combination of actions may be a feature of clause chaining languages.

Although juxtaposition is the dominant strategy in this age bracket, medial verb forms are not entirely absent. Daniel (2;8) produces the very adult-like clause chain shown in (42). Unfortunately, there are not enough utterances from Daniel at this age to accurately determine his MLU and he has been placed in this bracket based on his age alone. It could be that he is in fact at a more advanced stage of clause chain acquisition. It is also possible that this particular construction is one which Daniel hears more frequently and has thus learnt to repeat.

\textit{TABLE 5 | Two-morpheme utterance types among children with MLUs between 1.1 and 1.5.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number of tokens</th>
<th>Number of speakers (4 max)</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action and Agentive</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1;9–2;11</td>
<td>\textit{Mami} (Mummy) \textit{ala} (open)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action and Objective</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1;9–2;4</td>
<td>\textit{Pita} (that) \textit{nya} (see)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agentive and Objective</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1;5–2;11</td>
<td>\textit{Mama} (mother) \textit{ama} (breastmilk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action and Negation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1;9–2;5</td>
<td>\textit{Antunji} (hit) \textit{wiya} (no)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agentive and Location</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1;11–2;5</td>
<td>\textit{NAME malak} (back) [NAME spray me in the back]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action and Action</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1;9–2;5</td>
<td>\textit{anu} (went) \textit{nyina} (sit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agentive and Negation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2;1–2;5</td>
<td>\textit{NAME} \textit{wiya} (NAME, no)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective and Attribute</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2;4–2;11</td>
<td>\textit{Pita} (ear) \textit{maru} (dark colored)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessor and Possessum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0;10–2;4</td>
<td>\textit{NAME kuka} (meat) [NAME's meat]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action and Locative</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2;4–2;5</td>
<td>\textit{Pita} (go away) \textit{putu} (far)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42. Daniel (2;8) has been sliding down a sandhill with his brothers. He then reports to his mother:
D: \textit{rita-ya punka-nu muni race-MV fall.down-PAST and SS} ‘(I) was racing and fell down, and...’

\textit{PITJACQ\_Andrew\_20161010:00:09:02}

Another use of medial verbs which is more clearly within this bracket is by Simon at 2;4 and 2;5. In each of these sessions, Simon produces nearly 300 utterances with an MLU of 1.5. Across both sessions, he produces four juxtaposed finite verb pairs, mostly in reference to simultaneous aspects. He is, thus, a clear example of Stage I. He also produces a few repetitions of the medial verb form of the verb \textit{pitja} ‘to come,’ \textit{pitja-la}, which he pronounces \textit{pitjaya} due to regular replacement of \textit{l} and \textit{y} by \textit{y}. This sound replacement is well-attested among children acquiring diverse languages (Solè, 2002; McGowan et al., 2004; Klein et al., 2012). There is, however, no discernible difference between his usage of this form and the imperative form \textit{pitja}. This may be an initial step toward the acquisition of the medial verb form.

The tendency toward simultaneous juxtapositions and absence of medial verb usage initially motivated the suggestion of a distinction between children with MLUs between 1.1 and 1.5 from those with more advanced syntax and MLUs between 2.1 and 2.4, as seen in Table 3. However, a \textit{post hoc} chi-squared test showed no significant difference in the use of verb juxtapositions or medial
verbs between these two groups, $\chi^2(1, N = 4) = 7.50$, $p = 0.112$. This distinction was, therefore collapsed to yield a single early stage in Pitjantjatjara clause chain acquisition characterized by the juxtaposition of finite verbs. A larger sample would be helpful to determine whether there is indeed a difference between these two groupings within the juxtaposing stage.

Stage II: Medial Verbs Are for Modifying

In this stage we see children with MLUs between 2.5 and 4.1 and aged between 2;11 and 3;11 (Table 6). These children are producing adult-like clause chain constructions; however, they are predominately using them for modifying (14 tokens) rather than sequential purposes (3 tokens). This mirrors the tendency for English-acquiring children to use subordinate complex sentences to describe single situations before using them to combine situations (Diessel, 2004). Sequential actions are more commonly described using finite verb juxtapositions (5 tokens) than with clause chains (3 tokens). This pattern of use is significantly different from that of the younger children in Stage I, $\chi^2(1, N = 4) = 15.07$, $p = 0.005$.

It is worth noting the wide MLU range of this stage. For most sessions, the child has an MLU between 3.2 and 3.8. Where the child has a lower MLU, they are mostly conversing with a younger child and are likely modulating their speech accordingly. Both children with lower MLUs are older than most of the children at this stage, aged 3;10 and 3;11, and their use of clause chains is typical of this stage. On the other end of the range, one child, Tabitha (3;9), presents with an MLU of 4.1, which is within the observed adult MLU range. In this session, she is interacting with older children and an adult. She is a noted talker in the community and reported to be advanced for her age by her adult family members, however, her use of clause chains in this recording resembles that of the other 3-year-olds in this stage.

The main characteristic of this stage of acquisition is the use of clause chains for modification rather than sequential actions.

Children at this stage appear to use clause chains for the full adult range of modification purposes and there are examples of aspevtal (43 and 44), postural (45), and other adverbial uses (46 and 47).

43. Andrew (3;2) is playing with some toy cars with his brother (4;2). They are talking to the cars, telling them what to do as they move them around:

A: nyangatja kunyu kulu
here QUOT small
'(Be) here small one, they say.'
rawa-ri-ninyi ngara-la
long.time-INCHO-PRS stand-MV
'Remain (here).'

44. Denzel (3;10) is talking with his friend (2;11):

D: aru NAME aru-ra aru-ra
follow NAME follow-MV follow-MV
aru-ra papa
follow-MV dog
'NAME, follow and keep following the dog'

45. Rachel (2;11) is asking her grandmother to sit and draw with her:

R: nyina-ra wakatju-nama
sit-MV draw-IMP/IPFV
'Draw (while) sitting.'

46. Rachel (2;11) returns to a drawing she started earlier in the session and adds some more to it. As she does so, she says '(I) ruined(it) twice:

R: kula-ya pu-ngu
kura-ra pu-ngu
spoil-MV hit-PST
'(I) ruined(it).'

TABLE 6 | Summary of all children in the corpus with an MLU within the range 2.5 and 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>MLU</th>
<th>No. of utterances</th>
<th>Juxtaposed finite</th>
<th>Clause chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>2;11</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3;2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3;3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3;3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>3;6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>3;9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3;10</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>3;11</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Totals | 964 | 5   | 1                 | 3          | 14           | 2           |

For clarity, zeros are not marked.
47. Tabitha (3;9) is playing with some older children mapping out imaginary houses for themselves and their friends in the sand:

   T:  nyanga alatji-ya NAME-nya
       nyanga alatji-ngàra NAME-nya
       here do.like.this-MV NAME-ACC
       tjana ngari-ngí
       tjana ngari-ngí
       3.PL.NOM lie-PST.IPFFV
   ‘Here, NAME and their (place) should be here like this.’

   PITJACQ_Tabitha_20180407:00:07:24

Children at this stage sometimes refer to sequential actions using clause chains, as in examples (48 and 49). However, they more commonly use the juxtaposed finite verb strategy of the previous stage, for instance example (50). There does not appear to be a difference between the children who use each strategy or the particular verb combinations they use with them. It is possible that as children acquire clause chains they are initially specialized for modification as a contrast to the finite verb chain strategy which remains a potential strategy for sequential actions among adult speakers. This would be something to investigate with more fine-grained longitudinal data.

48. Andrew (3;3) is playing a game of chasing with his brother (4;3):
   A:  NAME riitja-ra=na kapatja-ri-ng
       NAME race-MV=1.SG.ERG captured-INCHO-PST
       ‘NAME, I ran and caught (you).’
   PITJACQ_Andrew_20180423:00:51:04

49. Rachel (3;6) calls her cousin over to look at something:
   R:  NAME, pitja-la nya-wa
       NAME come-MV see-IMP
       ‘NAME, come see!’
   PITJACQ_Rachel_20170507:00:23:42

50. Andrew (3;2) is pointing something out to his brother (4;2):
    A:  kutjara nyangatja wali-ngka=na
        two here house-LOC=1.SG.ERG11
        pitja nya-wa
        come.IMP see-IMP
    ‘These two in the house, come see!’
    PITJACQ_Andrew_20180323:00:25:45

This is also the stage at which children learning Pitjantjatjara start to produce two other complex clause types – purposive and complement clauses. The complement clauses typically function as objects of verb wangka ‘say’, as in (51). The purposive clauses are not yet combined with a finite verb. These uses of purposive clauses independently of a matrix verb, as in (52 and 53), are an acceptable option in adult Pitjantjatjara much like English ‘because it’s raining.’

51. Andrew (3;2) is reporting his brother (4;2)’s wrongdoing to his mother:
    A:  NAME pika-ku=na=nta wangka-nyi
        NAME hurt-FUT=1.SG.ERG=2.SG.ACC talk-PRS
        ‘NAME is saying “I’ll hurt you”.’
    PITJACQ_Andrew-Daniel_20180423:00:25:31

52. Rachel (2;11) asks her grandmother to get her some water to drink:
    R:  kapi tjiki-tja-ku
        water drink-NOML-PURP
        ‘water for drinking’
    PITJACQ_Rachel_20161007:00:24:00

53. Denzel (3;10) is attempting to get his friend (2;11) to give him a turn with a toy whistle, he tries a new tactic saying he wants to learn how to play it, accompanied by reaching gesture:
    D:  NAME, ka ninti-nrija-ku
        NAME and-DS learn-NOML-PURP
        ‘NAME, in order (for you) to teach (me).’
    PITJACQ_Simon_20190417:00:34:40

In summary, in this second stage of Pitjantjatjara clause chain acquisition, children regularly use clause chains for simultaneous modifying type functions. They also use clause chains to refer to sequential actions, but still prefer juxtaposed finite verbs for this purpose. The children in this stage are of a similar age to when Turkish speaking children begin to use converb constructions (2;6–3;6, Aksu-Koç and Slobin, 1985). However, Turkish speaking children typically acquire sequential converbs early and only begin to use converbs for other semantic functions such as manner modification around 5 years of age (Çapan, 2013). This may relate to differences between Turkish converbs and Pitjantjatjara clause chains, particularly that Turkish has multiple converb forms with distinct semantic functions, while Pitjantjatjara has a single medial form used for many semantic functions. Pitjantjatjara adults also continue to use juxtaposed finite verb for sequential actions. This means that the strategy initially used by children in both languages is a valid adult strategy in Pitjantjatjara and so may remain a preferred strategy for longer among Pitjantjatjara speaking children. In both languages, converb/clause chain constructions appear to be acquired earlier than other non-finite constructions with noun-like participles, and they may form a link between simple sentences and more opaque non-finite constructions (Aksu-Koç and Slobin, 1985).

Stage III: Clause Chains Are for Sequential Actions

This is the final stage of Pitjantjatjara clause chain acquisition observed in this study and includes children aged 4 to 10 years, as seen in Table 7 for individual details. It was initially conservatively divided into two groups: 4- to 6-year-olds and 6- to 10-year-olds, based on the wide age range and the lower number of utterances from 6- to 10-year-olds (414, as opposed to 1160 utterances from 4- to 6-year-olds). Post hoc tests, however, showed no difference between the two age groups, $\chi^2(1, N = 3) = 4.47, p = 0.215$, and the distinction was collapsed.

11This form is unexpected here. It is likely an error, but it is unclear whether Andrew was extending this clitic pronoun for a possessive or if it is a mispronunciation of another form.
TABLE 7 | Summary of all children in the corpus aged 4 to 10 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>No. of utterances</th>
<th>Juxtaposed finite Seq</th>
<th>Sim</th>
<th>Clause chain Seq</th>
<th>Sim</th>
<th>Medial only</th>
<th>Switch-subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>4;1</td>
<td>123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>4;2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4;3</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>4;3</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>4;8</td>
<td>268</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5;3</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>5;9</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>6;10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>7;4</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>7;7</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>9;6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>9;7</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>9;9</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For clarity, zeros are not marked.

This stage is primarily distinguished from Stage II by the use of clause chains as the preferred strategy for describing sequential actions, as in example (54). This is also where children begin to use subordinate switch-subject constructions, as in example (55). These differences between Stage II and Stage III were significant, $\chi^2(1, N = 5) = 13.83, p = 0.017$.

54. Murphy (9) is calling his younger cousin (3;6) over to look at the video camera

\[ \text{M: } \text{pitja-la putu nya-wa NAME} \text{ come-MV photo see-IMP NAME} \]  
 NAME 'NAME come and look at the photo (image on the video camera).'

PITJACQ_Rachel_20170507:00:02:10

55. Daniel (5;3) has been arguing with his brother (4;3) about whose turn it is to play with a particular toy

\[ \text{D: } \text{puli-ngka aru-ni rawa hill-LOC follow-PRS long time} \]  
 \[ \text{inka-inka-nyangka play-REDUP-INF.DS} \]  
 '(I've been) following (you) around on the hill for a long time, while you've been playing (with it).'

PITJACQ_Daniel_20190418:00:29:44

Post hoc comparisons with adult usage showed no significant difference, $\chi^2(1, N = 5) = 5.42, p = 0.367$. This suggests that Pitjantjatjara children have largely mastered adult-like clause chains and related constructions by around 4 years of age. There is, however, one notable difference which was not included in the statistical comparison and that is the position of the finite verb within the chain. Adult speakers produce the finite verb initially in 21% of clause. In contrast, all of the clause chains produced by 4- to 10-year-olds in this sample were finite-final. In fact, there was only one finite-initial clause chain produced by a child in this corpus and that was the aspect marking 'remain' example (43) from Stage II above. This example is also unusual in that the verb \text{rawaringanyi} 'do for a long time' is primarily used as an aspect marker rather than a main lexical verb. There were 38 clause chains produced by children within this stage. Given adult proportions, we would expect 8 of these to be finite-initial. Since none of them were, it is possible that the finite-initial version is acquired later. This connects with the likelihood that the finite-initial chains are syntactically distinct from the finite-final chains discussed above.

It is at this stage that children are first observed using switch-subject constructions in clause chains (56 and 57) and subordinate constructions (55 and 58). Subject changes in clause chains without the use of a different subject marker such as \text{ka} are not predicted based on previous descriptions of the language (Glass and Hackett, 1970; Goddard, 1985, 1988; Bowe, 1990), but I have observed them occasionally, particularly in child speech.

56. Some older boys have been picking on Winfred(4;1), he comes back to report to his mother:

\[ \text{W: } \text{kuwari=na pu-ngkula ula-nyi} \text{ now=1.SG.ERG hit-MV cry-PRS} \]  
 \[ \text{'Just now, (they) hit I cry.'} \]

PITJACQ_Winfred_20160929:00:20:49

57. Daniel (5;3) and his cousins are eating biscuits (the kind with cream sandwiched between two halves) and a disagreement breaks out:

\[ \text{D: } \text{wiya NAME-tu ngayunya} \text{ no NAME-ERG eat-INV NAME} \]  
 \[ \text{ngalku-ra ngalku-ra unngu palatja} \text{ eat-INV MED eat-INV inside that} \]  
 \[ \text{ngayulu mukuri-ntji-wiya} \text{ want-NOML-NEG} \]  
 \[ \text{I.SG.ERG} \text{ NAME is eating that inside bit from mine, I don't want (him to)} \]

PITJACQ_Daniel_20190418:00:09:24
Longitudinal Progression

Given the structure of the corpus, it is also possible for us to compare these three stages with the longitudinal development of individual children.

Five children were recorded at multiple timepoints within this corpus:

- Simon was recorded on six occasions between the ages of 1;4 and 2;11, however it is only within the recordings at 2;4 and 2;5 that we see clause chainlike constructions. He produces finite verb juxtapositions, largely in reference to simultaneous elements, and isolated medial verb forms, with no discernible difference in meaning from imperative verb forms. This is consistent with Stage I.

- Emily was recorded at 2;11, where she produced one finite verb juxtaposition in reference to sequential actions. This could be consistent with either Stage I or II. She was recorded again at 3;11, where she produced one finite verb juxtaposition and one clause chain, both in reference to postural modifications. This most closely resembles Stage II.

- Rachel was recorded at 2;11, where she produced one finite verb juxtaposition in reference to sequential actions and seven clause chains, only one of which is in reference to sequential actions. This is consistent with Stage II. She was recorded again at 3;6, where she produced two clause chains, one sequential and the other modifying. This is consistent with Stage III but given the small number of tokens could also be consistent with Stage II.

- Andrew first appears in this corpus aged 1;9. During this recording he has an MLU of 1.2 and produces one set of juxtaposed imperative verbs. This is consistent with Stage I. In his recording sessions at ages 2;4 and 2;8, no clause chains or juxtaposed verbs are observed. At age 3;2, he produces juxtaposed finite verbs for sequential action descriptions and a clause chain for aspectual modification. This matches Stage II. At age 3;3, he produces four finite verb juxtapositions and three clause chains to refer to sequential actions as well as one clause chain to refer to manner modification. This could fit with either Stage II or III and may represent a transition between the two. At age 4;3, he produces three clause chains, all for modifying functions. This could match either Stage II or III.

- Daniel first appears in this corpus aged 2;8. During this recording, he produces one clause chain construction to refer to sequential actions. This is atypical of the early stages; however, as we only have 12 utterances from Daniel at this age, it is not possible to draw any clear conclusions. At age 3;3, Daniel is recorded producing three clause chains, all with modifying functions. This is typical of Stage II. At age 4;2, Daniel produces four finite verb juxtapositions, all describing sequential actions, and two clause chains, both for modification. This is again typical of Stage II. At age 4;3, he produces eight clause chains, six for sequential actions and two for modification, as well as one clauseal coordination. This is typical of Stage III. At age 4;8, he produces nine clause chains for both sequential and modifying purposes. This is again typical of Stage III. Finally, at age 5;3 he again produces nine clause chains for both sequential and modifying purposes, as well as one switch-subject subordinate construction. This is also typical of Stage III.

The above observations show a progression through each of these three stages of Pitjantjatjara clause chain acquisition, not only when looking across the corpus cross-sectionally, but also when following individual children longitudinally.

A Summary of Pitjantjatjara Clause Chain Acquisition

The trajectory of clause chain acquisition was divided into three stages. The first stage is characterized by juxtaposition of finite verbs and matches the first stage of Turkish converb acquisition (Aksu-Koç and Slobin, 1985). The second stage is seen with children around 3 to 4 years of age and is characterized by the use of clause chains with medial verb morphology for simultaneous modifying type functions. This differs from the pattern we see with Turkish converbs where children acquire temporal converb functions before other modifying functions (Çapan, 2013). The final stage is observed with children 4 years and older. By this stage, Pitjantjatjara speaking children are also using clause chains for sequential actions and appear adult-like, except for the...
absence of finite-initial clause chains which are not produced by even the oldest children in this sample.

The majority of chains in this corpus consist of only two verbs. This is true for adults as well as children. There is, however, a significant tendency for chain length to increase with age. This was tested using linear mixed models with the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2018). The dependent variable was chain length with medial-verb only sentences counted as chains of one. Fixed effects were age and type, clause chain or finite juxtaposition. Age was the only significant factor, β = 0.11, SE = 0.03, z = 3.27, p = 0.001.

Overall, clause chains were less frequent in this corpus than predicted based on earlier descriptions of Pitjantjatjara. Clause chains were present in only 3% of adult utterances. Including finite juxtapositions in this brings the overall frequency to 4%. This contrasts with the general ubiquity reported in earlier descriptions of Pitjantjatjara (e.g., Goddard, 1988; Bowe, 1990). I have only observed this ubiquity in written narratives. For instance, a random page of a children’s book is quoted in example (63). Five of the thirteen sentences contain a clause chain, indicated in bold.


(Minyintirilu, 1980, p. 5)

As noted for Turkish (Slobin, 1995), it is likely that clause chains are more frequent in narrative contexts, since they are typically used for event linkage. While there are short spontaneous narratives contained within the present corpus, there are also many other contexts which are less conducive to event linkage. It is possible that previous reports of clause chain ubiquity have been based on speech contexts more consistently conducive to event linkage. Indeed, although clause chaining was less frequent than expected, it was the dominant strategy employed for combining sequential actions. It is also possible that linguists have focused on the possibility of long clause chains, much as there is a focus on long verb complexes in polysynthetic languages although only some slots are in fact generally used in practice (e.g., Ponsonnet, 2015). A more detailed investigation of Pitjantjatjara narratives would be required to resolve this.

CONCLUSION

This paper set out to sketch the progress of child acquisition of Pitjantjatjara clause chains. This investigation also uncovered some previously undescribed properties of adult clause chain use. Clause chains are not as frequent in spontaneous speech as previous descriptions have suggested. It is also possible for medial verbs to occur without a finite verb. In these cases they appear to be used for polite imperatives or to mark repeated or continuing actions; note that these functions are also described for medial clauses occurring without a finite clause in Nungon (Sarvasy, 2015). Finally, the dataset showed several cases of finite verb juxtapositions. This is potentially limited to child and child-directed speech.

The investigation identified three stages in the acquisition of Pitjantjatjara clause chains. 1) Pitjantjatjara speaking children begin by juxtaposing verbs without medial verb morphology, to refer to simultaneous aspects of an action or sequential actions. 2) They then use clause chains with adult-like medial verb morphology for modification functions. 3) Finally, they use adult-like (finite-final) clause chains for sequential and modifying functions. The children in the present dataset did not produce adult-like finite-initial clause chains. These may be acquired significantly later.

There are some striking similarities in the acquisition of Turkish and Pitjantjatjara converbs, especially given the differences between the two languages and their social settings. In both languages, children start out producing sequences of finite verbs to achieve clause chain-like functions. This is also a precursor to English coordinated clauses (Diessel, 2004) and the juxtaposed finite verbs of Pitjantjatjara speaking children are potentially a precursor of coordinated clauses and clause chains combining sequential actions.

In Pitjantjatjara, we can see that these early action combinations are among the initial set of word combinations children make before progressing on to longer utterances. Descriptions of two-word combinations in other languages (e.g., Slobin, 1970; Bowerman, 1973) do not list combinations of actions. This may indicate that Pitjantjatjara speaking children combine action elements earlier than children acquiring other languages, possibly due to the influence of clause chains. Alternatively, it may be that researchers have overlooked action combinations as they are not among the standard strategies of the adult language.

In both Pitjantjatjara and Turkish (Aksu-Koç and Slobin, 1985), children are observed to use adult-like clause chain morphology from around the age of 2:6. However, there is a difference in the functions to which they typically apply them. Turkish children typically first use converbs for temporal relations, particularly linking sequential actions. In contrast, Pitjantjatjara speaking children’s early clause chains are typically for modification rather than temporal sequence. This is potentially linked to the greater lexicalization of modificational rather than sequential clause chains in Pitjantjatjara. It is also potentially linked to the fact that the initial finite juxtaposition strategy remains a viable adult strategy for temporal sequences in Pitjantjatjara. It is notable, however, that Pitjantjatjara speaking children appear to employ both finite verb chains and clause chains first for referencing two aspects of a single event and only later in order to join separate elements together. This is potentially linked to Slobin’s (1995) finding that Turkish children do not acquire the converb -erek until notably later around the age of 7 years. This converb form is claimed to be used to join two events together into a cohesive unit and it may be that the Pitjantjatjara sequential clause chains have more in common with this Turkish form than the other, earlier acquired, converb forms.
This initial investigation of the acquisition of Pitjantjatjara clause chains provides a foundation for further investigations addressing the manner and timing of Pitjantjatjara clause chain acquisition. It also raises questions regarding the similarities and differences in the acquisition of clause chaining constructions cross-linguistically.
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